SEASON KICK-OFF 'PITS MUSTANGS VS. TIGERS IN TOMORROW'S OPENER

by Al Berto

Cal Poly opens its football season tonight at San Jose State Stadium against a powerful College of Pacific team. Entering its second year of 10-2A competition, Cal Poly's defense has proved aggregation over last year's defense. Cal Poly's defense this year is composed of heavy and excellent material from the success of last season.

Heading the list will be the incoming freshman Chuck Rayner, 6' 3 1/2" of weight, 210 pound guard; Howard 167 pound, 5' 11" tackle; and Dave Martin, 5' 11" 230 pound tackle. Head-dorer w'ltli speed, heads-up ball, who knows?

Orville Little All-Const right halfback duties. Right half will be held by Rolf Harader, 200' pound tackle; Don Chambers, 6' 1" 280 pound tackle, and Dave Marler, 6' 2" 212 pound tackle. Ornate, Little All-Const right halfback and All Pacific Const quarterte/c, and Jim Murphy.

Lost over the Bengal roster, on paper the Tigers seem to hold Wednesday 286 pound hull-dorer w'ltli speed, head-up ball, who knows? signal-calling position will excel In the scrimmage sessions. Kins will hold at tackle. Captain of defensive triple threat. Allen able starting fullback will be Jay "Ding" Dunn. Dunn will handle back duties. Right half will be held by Rolf Harader, 6' 3 1/2" 204 pound tackle, and Dave Marler, 6' 2" 212 pound tackle, and Dave Martin, 5' 11" 230 pound tackle. Ornate, Little All-Const right halfback and All Pacific Const quarterte/c, and Jim Murphy.

In the conference last year, with much the same personnel returning and some outstanding talent coming in, the Cal Poly defense should be even more potent offensive line. Don Schreiber, quarterback of Cal Poly, has made very good in the reconnaissance section. Kins will hold at tackle. Captain of defensive triple threat. Allen able starting fullback will be Jay "Ding" Dunn. Dunn will handle back duties. Right half will be held by Rolf Harader, 6' 3 1/2" 204 pound tackle, and Dave Marler, 6' 2" 212 pound tackle, and Dave Martin, 5' 11" 230 pound tackle. Ornate, Little All-Const right halfback and All Pacific Const quarterte/c, and Jim Murphy.

Today, Wednesday, the last day in the recent intra-squad game and very little, if any, will be changed for last year, will handle the left halfback duties. The group will be held by Reg Jaspermon and Bob Ashley, former Santa Ana 3-0-1. Promising starting fullback will be Jay Phillips, 6' 3 1/2" 180 pound tackle, and 200 pound tackle. ornaments; 16 transfers, plus 18

It's not hard to see that Pacific will be on the lookout for some outstanding players and given honors.
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By Al Barto

The Mustangs held preview of the coming football season when they tangled in an intra-squad game before a crowd of 2000 fans in Poly Stadium last Friday night. When the final gun exploded, Coach Sheldon Harden's Golds left the field with a 28-7 victory over Jim Jensen's Greens.

The Golds drew first blood late in the second quarter when Dave McGregor passed to Ron Andron, who rased 50 yards through the way it stood as the teams left the field at half-time. Big Dave McGregor led the Golds with 26 seconds remaining in the first quarter. The successful conversion made the score 0-9, the Golds leading.

Greeen Threatened

Throughout most of the second quarter, the hand charging Golds continually threatened the enemy's offensive thrusts. It looked even worse for the Greens when Bill Hobbs intercepted a Lee Rosa aerodynamic pass and, with a beautiful display of open-field running, made a 40 yard gain. Anxious to keep their opponents score as it was, the Green held as the game ended several minutes later.

GREEN 10;
GOLD 0

Fall Basketball Practice Starts Next Week

Full basketball practice starts the first day of classes, Monday, Oct. 5. The first practice will be held 4-6 p.m., and will last for four or five weeks. Students not already on the list for the practice are invited to attend meetings.

Electronic Warfare Company Meets

The Volunteer Electronic Warfare Company 102-20 of the USNR meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m., in building T-887, Camp San Luis Obispo. All men interested in radio communications activities are invited to attend meetings.

There's no better portable typewriter! SMITH-CORONA

Type-Display . . . All models. Come in and try one.

HILLS STATIONERY STORE

In RAM & RUGS SINCE 1896

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil

Because He Flanked The Finger Nail Test

With an additional crew printing students enrolled this quarter, the Printing club now boasts a total of 38 members. This aggregation has not yet decided whether it will use a side on Poly campus, but give it some time—the club has only been functioning since last season.

Under the guidance of A.M. "Bert" Fellows and Guy Colbert, charter member instructors, the group is planning field trips and Sunday excursions this year, a continuation of the policy inaugurated in 1947 when members attended several state-wide conventions of the graphic arts industry.

Membership in the Printing club is extended to all students who enroll in the degree course in printing.

If the printing department continues to grow at its present rate it will be no time at all before the Printing club will be able to hold its own alongside any of the campus organizations of longer standing. Incidentally, we understand they're organizing a bowling team that is destined to offer some rugged competition to other campus leaguers.

Fall Bowling Practice Starts Next Week

Preliminary plans for the fall bowling season have been set and the practice started last Monday night. The first practice will be held 8-10 p.m., and will last for four or five weeks. Students interested in the sport are invited to attend meetings.

Kaiser-Frazer

John Borik

Motor Co.

Crusoeley

AUSTIN

CUNO

FM CAR

CUNO CAR

LARGEST SELECTION OF GOOD USED CARS IN THE COUNTRY

1144 Monterey St. Phone 1463

EL CORRAL

STUDENT STORE

"Operated For Your Benefit"

Administration Building
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Golds Leave Field With 23-7 Victory Over Greens in Preview Grid Match

The Mustangs held preview of the coming football season when they tangled in an intra-squad game before a crowd of 2000 fans in Poly Stadium last Friday night. When the final gun exploded, Coach Sheldon Harden's Golds left the field with a 28-7 victory over Jim Jensen's Greens.

The Golds drew first blood late in the second quarter through the medium of a safety and were never headed thereafter. Big Dave McGregor led the Golds in front, Green 0 Gold 10 when a punt by Jim Murphy was pulled the ball on the 6-yard line, Ron Andron, who rased 50 yards through the field to the Green eight. Gomes conversion made it 16-7, Golds in the favor of the Golds with 26 seconds remaining in the first quarter. The successful conversion made the score 0-9, the Golds leading.

Greeen Threatened

Throughout most of the second quarter, the hand charging Golds continually threatened the enemy's offensive thrusts. It looked even worse for the Greens when Bill Hobbs intercepted a Lee Rosa aerial pass and returned it 50 yards. But the Greens failed to capitalize on the break.

First of being pushed around, the Greens were to life as Jerry McGregor threw a 15 yard pass to Paul Andron who ran it in for a safety as half-time. Big Dave McGregor led the Golds with 26 seconds remaining in the first quarter. The successful conversion made the score 0-9, the Golds leading.
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The Perfect Sports Shirt—

BOWLING OR STROLLING

**GABANARO**

Just received—a grand gabanaro sports shirt—good looking, and completely washable.

Tailored with Arrow's traditional skill, Gabanaro is a shirt you will be proud to wear.

Let us show you the "Gabanaro" today.

The Perfect Sports Shirt

**ARROW SHIRTS and TIES**

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERchieFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

**PETTENGERS**

- Hamburgers
- Shakes
- Hot Dogs

**BUENOS AIRES**

- "SORRY, WRONG NUMBER"
- "MISTERY IN MEXICO"

**OBISPO**

- "BLACK EAGLE"

**NEW and USED MACHINES**

Cleaned and Repaired

**THE TYPewriter SHOP**

1014 Court St. Phone 127

COMING YOUR WAY!

STILL FRESH and FLAVORFUL!

In MEXICO"

"SORRY, WRONG NUMBER"

"MISTERY IN MEXICO"

"BLACK EAGLE"

"RUTHLESS"

"MUTLEY"
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Men Wanted

Perhaps we should start with the beginning of this school year should it be fitting to undertake a few of President Julian A. McPhee's words in his address to the new students. McPhee stressed the importance of some of Poly's extra-curricular activities in the life of student clubs. We would like to go into detail on a few of these.

By this time every new student is aware of the organizations existing within his college major. The A.I.T. students undoubtedly all join Rota and Spura; the air conditioning majors will seek admission to AC, and so on. But how many know of the clubs having no direct connection with any field of study but rather represent the student body's avocational interests?

Many of these things in themselves are important, but added together they go to make the Campus feel like home. Leisure can be a lot of fun if you want it to be. It's just a matter of getting into the spirit of the thing—coming out to sports events, getting into clubs, being friendly and an active member of the community.

Don't sit around your diggings and gripe about your troubles and the things and do something about it. The school has a motto: "Learn by doing." Let's have one of our "C'ers doing it!"

D.G.

Text Of Laundry Contract Cal Poly Home-Laundry

Maya Sponsors Lecture By New Instructor

Robert L. Maurer, instructor in English, is currently scheduled to speak at 5 p.m., Sept. 28, on the topic, "You Are Not As Smart As You Think You Are."

He will explain some of the methods and will include demonstrations of ways of speeding up and comprehension in reading.

Jewish Services To Be Formally Resumed

The Jewish Community Organization has announced that services will be held at Cal Poly's restaurant and in the City of San Luis Obispo. The services will be conducted by Rabbi Joseph H. Cohen, who came to Cal Poly from the University of Pennsylvania, in conducting two popular regular services in the community using methods in which he was trained by Dr. S. Fajans at the University of the Jewish Community in New York. His talk will explain what the congregation can expect to be done and what the community can expect to be done. He will explain some of the methods and will include demonstrations of ways of speeding up and comprehension in reading.
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The Jewish Community Organization has announced that services will be held at Cal Poly's restaurant and in the City of San Luis Obispo. The services will be conducted by Rabbi Joseph H. Cohen, who came to Cal Poly from the University of Pennsylvania, in conducting two popular regular services in the community using methods in which he was trained by Dr. S. Fajans at the University of the Jewish Community in New York. His talk will explain what the congregation can expect to be done and what the community can expect to be done. He will explain some of the methods and will include demonstrations of ways of speeding up and comprehension in reading.
Johnny Long's "JUST LIKE THAT"—
from the Signature dictioneiro.

Johnny Long (Duke University—Sigma Nu) comes up with a danceable, bright bouncer. It's a Long original!

**EXPERIENCE**

B. I. B. Wirl4,TWiWi

Johnny Long (Duke University-Sigma Nu) comes up with a danceable, bright bouncer. It's a Long original!

**THE CHOICE & EXPERIENCE**

R. J. Bolin's picture taken during Western Union, Santa Barbara.
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Little Theatre To Hold Tryouts
(Continued from page one)
There are numerous behind-the-scenes specialties to be considered besides acting. Anyone interested in set direction, lighting effects, make-up supervision, or the many other exciting phases connected with theatrical work, is urged to attend.

More on Campus Mag
(Continued from page one)
There is a bi-monthly magazine available for Poly students and friends in the mall. It is, in essence, a Poly yearbook. It is like a solid, one-shot, year-long, pocket-sized yearbook, and, like a yearbook, it is the work of students. The magazine can be purchased in the Student Union for 30 cents. It is a roll-up job made for dormitory, fraternity, and sorority rooms and walls. It is the biggest Poly magazine ever made and contains all the excitement of Poly life. It includes the best of Poly, with a song section that rivals Poly's famous newsletter, the Poly Review. The best of this Poly newsletter, the Poly Review.

FALLING HAIR-DRY SCALP?
Give your hair this "PROFESSIONAL L.S.TREATMENT"
Try L.B. for the hair today.

Electric Recapping
"10 Bucks if One Peels Off"

CHESTERFIELD'S ABC GIRL
Chosen tops from over 150 Colleges by a Jury of Famous Beauty Experts
JOHN ROBERT POWERS
ED SULLIVAN · TINA LESER
in Sammy Kaye's American Co-ed Contest

Pattie Cotter, ABC GIRL of Louisiana State says—
"I smoke Chesterfields because they are a better-tasting cigarette and, as so many of my friends say, they're MILDERS."

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette... BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY

ABuy CHESTERFIELD
MAKE YOURS THE MINDER CIGARETTE... They Satisfy